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       I am driven to observe of the ultra-Darwinists the following features as
symptomatic. First, to my eyes, is their almost unbelievable
self-assurance, their breezy self-confidence. 
~Simon Conway Morris

If one compares the sequence of amino acids that go to form the
protein haemoglobin, it becomes apparent that humans and chimps are
identical and do not differ in a single site. 
~Simon Conway Morris

The way Conway Morris goes about biting the hand that once fed him
would make a shoal of piranha seem decorous. 
~Simon Conway Morris

By obtaining a sense of its place in the unfolding drama of life, set in an
ecological theatre, so we can understand why it has become one of the
leading players. 
~Simon Conway Morris

When discussing organic evolution the only point of agreement seems
to be: â€˜It happened.' Thereafter, there is little consensus, which at
first sight must seem rather odd. 
~Simon Conway Morris

It is difficult to imagine evolution in alien planets operating in any
manner other than Darwinian. 
~Simon Conway Morris

It is my opinion that human history can make no sense unless evil
doings are recognized for what they are, and that they are bearable
only if somehow they may be redeemed. 
~Simon Conway Morris

I am puzzled that Conway Morris apparently doesn't grasp the equally
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strong (and inevitable) personal preferences embedded in his own view
of life. 
~Simon Conway Morris

Scientists don't believe anything.Scientists test things. 
~Simon Conway Morris

Richard Dawkins is arguably England's most pious atheist. 
~Simon Conway Morris
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